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For immediate release: May 12, 2021 (21-123)

Media contact: DOH Communications

Public inquiries: State COVID-19 Assistance Hotline, 1-800-525-0127

Everyone 12 and older now eligible for Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 vaccine

OLYMPIA – The Washington State Department of Health (DOH) has expanded 
COVID-19 vaccine eligibility to everyone 12 and older following recommendations 
that the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine is safe and extremely effective for 12 to 15-year-
olds.

Monday, the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) granted an emergency use 
authorization (EUA) amendment to expand the Pfizer vaccine to people 12 years 
and older. Tonight, the Advisory Committee on Immunization Practices (ACIP) and 
Western States Scientific Safety Review Workgroup voted to recommend the 
vaccine for immediate use.

“Expanding eligibility to this younger age group protects our children and gives 
families peace of mind. It is the best step we can take as parents to ensure our kids 
remain in the classroom, can safely spend time with friends, and take part in sports 
and extracurricular activities,” said Umair A. Shah. MD, MPH. “Research continues 
to show this vaccine is safe and I am thrilled it is now an option for parents and their 
young teens.”

The two-dose vaccine has been authorized for people 16 and older since 
December. In March, Pfizer announced findings from its vaccine trial which found 
the vaccine to be safe and 100% effective for kids as young as 12. The company 
reported the vaccine produced an antibody response in children that exceeded 
those in earlier trials of older teens and young adults.

Although fewer children have been sick with COVID-19 compared to adults, children
can be infected with the virus, get sick, and spread the virus to others. Most children

• 5/10/21 FDA authorized Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 vaccine 
for ages 12-15, based on data showing a high degree of 
efficacy and safety of the vaccine in this age group.

• 5/13/21 ACIP affirmed decision, and Western States 
Scientific Safety Review Workgroup completed review and 
concluded safe and effective for youth aged 12-15.

• In addition – Pfizer recently announced plans to seek 
authorization for its vaccine for 2 to 11 year-olds this fall, 
and for children 6 months to 2 years old by end of 2021.

Full news release: www.doh.wa.gov/newsroom

• The updated fact sheets for providers and recipient and
caregivers can be found here.

• DOH webpage www.CovidVaccineWA.org

Everyone 12 and older now
eligible for Pfizer-BioNTech

COVID-19 vaccine

mailto:doh-pio@doh.wa.gov
http://www.doh.wa.gov/newsroom
http://www.covidvaccinewa.org/


• CDC/ACIP announced vaccines can now be given without regard to timing 
of administration of other vaccines. People can now get the COVID-19
vaccine within 14 days of other vaccines, including on the same day.

(Applies to co-administration of vaccine for adults too, not only adolescents)
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• Considerations for COVID-19 Vaccination in Minors
https://www.doh.wa.gov/Emergencies/COVID19/HealthcareProviders/VaccineInformat
ionforHealthcareProviders/ToolkitandResources#minorconsent

Adolescent Vaccination – Related Updates

https://www.doh.wa.gov/Emergencies/COVID19/HealthcareProviders/VaccineInformationforHealthcareProviders/ToolkitandResources#minorconsent
https://www.doh.wa.gov/Emergencies/COVID19/HealthcareProviders/VaccineInformationforHealthcareProviders/ToolkitandResources#minorconsent


Source: Clinician Outreach and Communication Activity (COCA) Webinar 05/14/2021. Available at: https://emergency.cdc.gov/coca/ppt/2021/COCA_Call_Adolescent_FINAL_COMBINED.pdf. 
Accessed 05/17/2021.
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https://emergency.cdc.gov/coca/ppt/2021/COCA_Call_Adolescent_FINAL_COMBINED.pdf
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Moderna vial will shift from a 10 dose vial to 14 dose vial in May.

Will there be a new NDC code for the 13-15 dose vial?
Yes, a new NDC code has been provided for the 13-15 dose vial and ancillary kit.

How will the existing and new Moderna vials be distinguished on the vial label?
Each vial is clearly marked as containing either a maximum of 11 doses or a maximum of 15 doses. The label 
for the maximum of 15 dose vial also has distinctive blue shading on the bottom half of the label.

How will the 10-11 dose vials phase out over time?
Moderna is planning to transition all manufacturing to the new vial during the month of May. During the 
month, awardees and partners will receive allocations that include quantities of both Moderna vaccine vials.
The proportion of existing Moderna NDC/new Moderna NDC in each awardee’s and partner’s allocation will 
evolve over the course of the transition period.

Are there materials and messages we can share with providers about these changes?
CDC clinical training and other materials are being updated to reflect the new guidance. These materials can be
accessed from the Moderna COVID-19 vaccine web page at Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine Information | CDC.
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Moderna packaging change

https://www.cdc.gov/vaccines/covid-19/info-by-product/moderna/index.html


Does extraction of 15 doses require the use of low dead-volume syringes?
Moderna worked closely with CDC and United States Pharmacopeia (USP) to test combinations of 
available needle and syringe supplies to optimize the number of available doses. Results 
demonstrate that a combination of low dead-volume and non-low dead-volume syringes and 
needles may be required to consistently extract 11 and 15 doses from both vials addressed in the 
EUA. Given the worldwide limited supply of low dead-volume syringes and based on USP’s testing 
and ancillary supple kit quantities, vaccination sites should plan to reliably extract 10 doses from 
the current vial and 14 doses from the new larger volume vial using the supplies provided.

What should providers do if they are able to draw 15 doses per vial?
Ancillary kits for the larger-volume Moderna vial contain supplies to support the extraction of 14 
doses. A consistent draw of 15 doses per vial may result in insufficient ancillary supplies. If providers 
are able to consistently extract 15 doses from the vial, they should be prepared to support the 
additional doses with their available supplies. USG cannot provide supplies to withdraw a 15th dose. 
If a provider chooses to withdraw a 15th dose from the vial, USG cannot replace the supplies used or
provide additional syringes. Failure to extract a 15th dose does not result in reportable waste.
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Moderna packaging change



Source: Clinician Outreach and Communication Activity (COCA) Webinar 05/14/2021. Available at: https://emergency.cdc.gov/coca/ppt/2021/COCA_Call_Adolescent_FINAL_COMBINED.pdf. 
Accessed 05/17/2021.
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Accessed 05/17/2021.
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The new MyIRmobile.com website launched on Friday, May 14th

o Previous users of wa.MyIR.net will need to register for access to MyIRmobile
o These official certificates now serve as proof of vaccination in addition to the CDC

vax card received at time of administration:

MyIRmobile.com Launch
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https://myirmobile.com/


New flyers are available to promote MyIRmobile launch, and CDC vax card proper 
handling tips:

• QR code for MyIRmobile.com website

• Proper vaccination card (CDC vax card) 
handling tips

• Flyers, FAQs and more resources available
at LifeAfterVaccine.org
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MyIRmobile.com Launch

https://coronavirus.wa.gov/sites/default/files/2021-05/348-809-COVIDVaxCardFlyer.pdf
https://coronavirus.wa.gov/information-for/you-and-your-family/safer-gatherings/life-after-vaccine


CDC Three Week Allocation Projections
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Take every opportunity to vaccinate every eligible person
• As access to COVID-19 vaccine increases, it is important for providers to not miss any

opportunity to vaccinate every eligible person who presents at vaccine clinics.

Vaccine wastage may increase as the vaccine rollout continues because:
o more providers, including smaller provider sites, are now receiving vaccine,
o vial sizes for some vaccines have increased,
o vaccine vials may be opened without every dose being used

We recognize that as we continue to create more opportunities to vaccinate 
more people, it may increase the likelihood of leaving unused doses in a vial.

Washington State Department of Health | 19

Balancing Vaccination Opportunities and Wastage
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COVID19
Vaccine 
Ordering 
Reminders

• Updates:
• In an attempt to reduce waste in our state, and to assist with the increase

in transfers, we are utilizing the ‘Vaccine Advertisement’ feature in the 
WAIIS. This is a place where clinics can post their excess vaccine needing 
to be rehomed.

• On Friday the 7th, the 95% mandate was removed with the hopes this will 
increase participation from small practices.

• We have moved toward a model of asking providers to have up to two-
week supply on hand to avoid missed opportunities for vaccinations.

• On Friday the 14th the state made changes to the process to allow for
blended inventory. Each provider will have 1 order set. They will no 
longer need to distinguish the difference between booster and prime.
This assists with smaller practices to utilize larger quantities. Provider ’s 
offices will still be responsible for keeping the proper amount of vaccine
to make sure second doses can be offered as well.
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COVID19
Vaccine 
Ordering 
Reminders 
Continued

• Starting may 25th COVID vaccine ordering will be open in the IIS each week from 
Friday 12pm through Tuesday 5pm. Please only place orders within this
window. Orders placed outside this window will be automatically denied.

• Provider may receive emails from us that are asking you to clarify your COVID-19 
order. Please respond as soon as possible to those emails, no later than 
Wednesday mornings at 10am.
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Holiday-
Shipping
Schedule

Pfizer Direct Ship Vaccines
• No vaccine deliveries will occur on Monday, May

31
• If you need vaccine for clinics scheduled on the 

holiday weekendSubmit your orders early in the week (Mon/Tues) prior to 
Memorial Day
Moderna and J&J/Janssen Centrally Distributed
Vaccines
• No vaccine deliveries will occur on Monday,

May 31 or Tuesday, June 1 (you may receive
ancillary kits on Tuesday, June 1 for vaccine
orders arriving Wednesday, June 2)

• If you need vaccine for clinics scheduled on the
holiday weekend

Submit your orders early in the week (Mon/Tues) prior to
Memorial Day



Doses available to take


Doses your facility has available to transfer
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Vaccine Advertisement Preview



  Inventory Management

Additional resources available:
• COVID-19 Vaccine Provider Toolkit and Resources
• IIS Training Materials Portal and YouTube channel

WA State DOH | 20

Resources for Managing COVID Vaccine in the IIS

Vaccine Ordering

• Guide: Vaccine Ordering &
Receiving

• Video: Vaccine Ordering
• Video: Vaccine Receiving
• Guide: Vaccine Transferring
• Video: Vaccine Transferring

• Guide: How to Search, Add,
Reconcile and Report Inventory

• Guide: Managing Inventory with
an Interface

• Guide: Troubleshooting Inventory
with the Patient Detail Report

https://www.doh.wa.gov/Emergencies/COVID19/HealthcareProviders/VaccineInformationforHealthcareProviders/ToolkitandResources
https://www.doh.wa.gov/ForPublicHealthandHealthcareProviders/HealthcareProfessionsandFacilities/DataReportingandRetrieval/ImmunizationInformationSystem/IISTrainingMaterials
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL82Z-swK0-4lKe1hI3spRI6vFY6nCq5iK
https://www.doh.wa.gov/Portals/1/Documents/Pubs/348-351-CreateSubmitVaccineOrder.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XNfgezFWQrk&amp;list=PL82Z-swK0-4lKe1hI3spRI6vFY6nCq5iK&amp;index=1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZyKKh95OZ9w&amp;list=PL82Z-swK0-4lKe1hI3spRI6vFY6nCq5iK&amp;index=2
https://www.doh.wa.gov/Portals/1/Documents/1600/coronavirus/348-781-COVIDTransferRequestProcessinIIS.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dGGj5Kgm7do&amp;feature=youtu.be
https://www.doh.wa.gov/Portals/1/Documents/Pubs/348-648-SearchAddAdjustReportReconcileInventory.pdf
https://www.doh.wa.gov/Portals/1/Documents/Pubs/348-648-SearchAddAdjustReportReconcileInventory.pdf
https://www.doh.wa.gov/Portals/1/Documents/8200/348-610-ManagingInventoryWithInterface.pdf
https://www.doh.wa.gov/Portals/1/Documents/Pubs/348-527-QuickReferencePatientDetailReport.pdf


Benton and Clark:
o May 28th- Last day of operations

Chelan:
o CDHD will take over the site on June 3rd

Spokane:
o Switched to J&J vaccine presentation on May 15th

o Transfer operations to a Drive-Thru POD/V starting June 19th

Yakima:
o FEMA and DoD will leave the site May 26th
o Columbia Safety, contractor, will take over operations

Shift in focus from large, fixed sites to mobile operations
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Mass Vaccination Sites Key Dates



Source: Clinician Outreach and Communication Activity (COCA) Webinar 05/14/2021. Available at: https://emergency.cdc.gov/coca/ppt/2021/COCA_Call_Adolescent_FINAL_COMBINED.pdf. 
Accessed 05/17/2021.
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Building Vaccine Confidence

GREG ENDLER



VACCINE HESITANCY
May 2021



Intent increasing, hesitancy decreasing

67% 67% 65%

77% 79%

33% 33% 35%

23% 21%
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Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb.

Intent increased 14 pts and hesitancy decreased 14 pts between
December and February

Likely Hesitant

Source: Gates Foundation/Civis Poll; n=1,000+ WA residents



Gates Poll (Feb. 2021)
o Rural adults
o People with less than a High School education

Qualitative Research (Oct. 2020)
o Rural adults
o African American/Black Adults
o Adults age 30-49
o Hispanic/Latinx
o Asian American Adults
o Pacific Islander/Native Hawaiian Adults
o LGBTQ+ Adults

In-Language Stakeholder Interviews (Dec. 2020)
o Arabic, Mandarin, Russian, Somali, Ukrainian, Vietnamese speakers
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Most Hesitant Audiences



• Concern about side effects
• Don’t trust vaccine to be safe
• Belief that politicians not scientist are making the decisions
• Belief that vaccine was not tested on enough people like me
• Belief that the vaccines were produced too fast
• Mistrust in medical community and government as it relates

to the development and distribution of vaccines (AA/Black,
Hispanic/Latinx, LGBTQ+, Asian, PI/NH)

Most planned to “wait and see” before
making a decisions
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Top Barriers Among Hesitant Audiences



• Doctors are most trusted; people want to hear from their personal healthcare
provider or a healthcare provider that represents their community

• People want proof of safety within their demographic group
• There is an eagerness to end the pandemic and protect those they love (benefits)
• Desire to return to “normal life”
• Straightforward messaging is well received

Utilize trusted local medical professionals to deliver
messages
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Top Benefits and Motivators Among Hesitant 
Audiences



Behavior Change Continuum

Audience becomes
aware of the vaccine
(education stage)

Audience develops 
understanding about 
the vaccine
(education stage)

Audience becomes a loyal 
advocate; influences

peers; social norm 
develops (action stage
drives intent in others)

Audience is satisfied with 
vaccine experience; 

feedback drives long-term
loyalty (action stage drives

intent in others)

Audience gets the vaccine
(action stage)

Audience develops 
personal connection; 
motivators overcome
barriers (intent stage)



Strategy to Overcome Hesitancy

Ed
uc

at
io

n
Audience becomes 
receptive to 
getting the COVID 
Vaccine
- How vaccines work
- How COVID

vaccines are being
made

- How to know which 
info to trust

In
te

nt

Audience plans to 
get the vaccine 
and knows how
the process works
- Find Your Phase
- Vaccines are here;

here’s what you 
need to know

- Address myths and 
misinformation

Ac
tio

n

Audience gets
the recommended 
doses of a
COVID-19 vaccine;
overcome 
hesitancy through:
-Gratitude
-Success Stories
-Trusted Voices
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• Lead with transparent, consistent and frequent 
messaging

• Translate and transcreate materials into 36+
languages and diversify our outreach strategy

• Support community-led messaging and initiatives

• Bring community leaders, influencers, experts, 
and primary audiences to the table to inform our 
planning process

• Demonstrate responsiveness to community 
needs and concerns

• Overcome hesitancy through story telling: Share 
community gratitude, vaccine success stories and 
amplify voices of local trusted messengers

Campaign Best Practices
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Communication Channels

 Paid Media
 DOH CBO Partnerships
 Direct Mail
 Online Expert Panels
 Organic Social
 Private Partnerships
 LHJ Support
 PR
 Influencer Outreach
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Together We Will
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How to engage?

 Utilize Partner Toolkit:
o coronavirus.wa.gov/partner-toolkit

 Explore Provider Toolbox:
o doh.wa.gov/COVID19VaccineProvider

 Ideas and/or feedback? 
Reach out anytime:
Greg Endler
Deputy Director of Health Promotion and 
Education
Center for Public Affairs
Washington State Department of Health 
Greg.Endler@doh.wa.gov
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Questions?



To request this document in another format, call 1-800-525-0127. Deaf or hard of 
hearing customers, please call 711 (Washington Relay) or email civil.rights@doh.wa.gov.

mailto:civil.rights@doh.wa.gov
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COVID Vaccine Email
■COVID.Vaccine@doh.wa.gov

COVID-19 Vaccine Partner Calls
■1st & 3rd Tuesday of the month 9:00 AM- 10:30 AM

COVID-19 Vaccine Distribution list
■Email COVID vaccine email to be added

Communication & Updates

mailto:COVID.Vaccine@doh.wa.gov


To request this document in another format, call 1-800-525-0127. Deaf or hard of 
hearing customers, please call 711 (Washington Relay) or email civil.rights@doh.wa.gov.

mailto:civil.rights@doh.wa.gov


Tribe 
and 

UIHP 
Updates

− Estimate what % of your community has 
decided not to get vaccinated or is “waiting”.

− Approximately how many primary doses will 
you be ordering next week?

− What resources would be helpful to you to 
get everyone in your community vaccinated?  
(be specific)



AMERICAN INDIAN HEALTH COMMISSION
TRIBAL AND URBAN INDIAN HEALTH 

IMMUNIZATIONS COALITION
Supporting Tribal/Urban Indian COVID-19 Vaccine Readiness

May 20, 2021

© 2021 American Indian Health Commission

Photo credit: David Ortiz, 2021



AMERICAN INDIAN HEALTH COMMISSION
FOR WASHINGTON STATE

Jan Ward Olmstead, (Chumash) is a lineal descendant Santa Ynez and Barbareño, 
California Mission Indians.  She serves as a Senior Tribal Public Health Policy and 
Project Advisor, AIHC Leads the Tribal/Urban Indian health Immunizations, 
development of the AIHC TUIHIC, alignment to the Pulling Together for Wellness
framework, and lessons from Tribal-driven processes. For many years has promoted
culturally relevant models and strategic thinking rooted in health equity in a public
health context.

Wendy Stevens, MNPL, MSS serves the American Indian Health Commission in support 
of tribal immunizations and health, development of the AIHC Tribal Urban Indian
Health Immunization Coalition, and the AIHC Tribal 10-year Continuum immunization
work addressing tribal vaccine and immunization and emergency preparedness work 
addressing systemic disparities and equity in access to services.

© 2021 American Indian Health Commission



© 2021 American Indian Health Commission

Tribal/Urban Indian Health Immunization Coalition
MONITORING VACCINE AND INFECTIOUS DISEASE ISSUES WITH TUIHIC MEMBERS AND

COLLABORATING WITH PARTNERS, SERVING AS A TRUSTED SOURCE FOR INFORMATION SHARING

• Convening the TUIHIC quarterly and special meetings to meet the 
needs of Tribes and AI/AN communities

• Information sharing and partnership enhancement
• Seasonal enhanced influenza immunizations outreach
• Vaccine hesitancy related to COVID-19 and long-term barriers
• Vaccine Hesitancy Task Force COVID-19 Prevention and Vaccination

Promotion Support - Engage, Inform, and Create
• Infectious disease support prevention via vaccine uptake specific to

COVID-19
• Vaccine technical assistance, trainings, materials, fact sheets, 

messages



© 2021 American Indian Health Commission

Tribal/Urban Indian Health Immunization Coalition

Speakers Series,
Featuring Dr.
Dakotah Lane, 
Lummi Nation and 
Bonnie Duran, 
DrPH., Indigenous
Wellness Research
Institute, June 3rd at 
12:00 to 1:00 p.m.

Vaccine Hesitancy Task Force COVID-19 Prevention and 
Vaccination Promotion Support -- Engage, Inform, and Create



FOR THE HEALTH OF INDIGENOUS PEOPLE TODAY,
TOMORROW,AND INTO THE FUTURE

https://aihc-wa.com/pulling-together-for-wellness/immunizations/
Jan Ward Olmstead, janolmstead@gmail.com
Wendy Stevens, ws.aihc@gmail.com

© 2021 American Indian Health Commission

TRIBAL AND URBAN INDIAN 
HEALTH IMMUNIZATIONS 
COALITION

https://aihc-wa.com/pulling-together-for-wellness/immunizations/
mailto:janolmstead@gmail.com
mailto:ws.aihc@gmail.com
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